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ut&f'ifae heart the mouth speaks, the feet dance, the
ndr 'shape, and the people rejoice. George Fox expresses
its heart through building community, working together,
and always lookingfor a chance to have fun.
Remember serve day when we all worked next to old and
newfriends: puling, digging, washing, scrubbing, moving,
andpainting in the community.
Remember moving in the first day and meeting your
roommates, setting up the room with decorations, and
doing things with a flooryou might never have done
otherwise.
Remember the homecoming week when our women's
basketball team continued their perfect season.
Remember dancing at the 80s dance with the random
costumes and crowded room or spinning endlessly at the
Swing dance. Each memory is one beat of the heart of
George Fox.
Take time to remember a few more heart beats...
Each student contributes to the heart of GFU. Whether it is
through friendships, community involvement, or sharing
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Below: Kari Wagner polishes the walls
at Friends View as she demonstrates
the servant heart of George Fox.
"Celebrate God all day, every day. I mean revel in Him! Make it
clear as you can to all you meet that you're on their side, working
with them and not against." At the Serve Day kick off this theme
verse for the 10th annual Serve Day extravaganza. September
10th at 8:30 in the morning over 1,500 volunteers grabbed
breakfast in the lawn then dispersed to over 70 work cites, By the
end of the day the George Fox community served more than
100,000 hours of community service. Now that is a day's work for
just one small community! Serve Day couldn't have been
summed up any better than by coordinator Kayin Griffith who
declared the day as "Much more than one day of service - it is an
event that catapults us into a life-style of active giving. We want to
be a university that seeks opportunities to help our community
and world through stewardship of our ability to serve." After
finishing the long day of service, the participants concluded with
a celebration of food, games and fun.
Celebrate!
Above: Macy 3 girls huddle together after a long day of service. What better way
to get to know your floor mates in the first week of school?
Heart Serve Day
Below: Debra Eckelkamp paints with
enthusiasm at the North Valley Friends
Church.
\bove: While students work so hard
hroughout the day they don't forget Who
hey are really serving to glorify!
Elizabeth Kelsey, John Fortes, Alyssa
Pike, Kristiina Thomas, Amy Turner, and
Megan Tinsley - Service with a smile.
Below: Working hard? Or hardly working? Debra, Kendra and
Kayla all spend their day getting to know one another while
serving the communities needs!
i ======g—
—
"When one firsts thinks of Serve day they
may think of sacrificing a day out
of their life to help others who are in need
of assistance, which is a noble
cause. However, I have found that I possibly
get more out of it than the
people I am assisting; it such a blessing to
know that you have lightened
someone's burden and it is a blast to hang
out with your friends for the day
(without homework). It's also tons of fun to
wear 95 cent trucker hats and
hospital masks with your roommates and
take ridiculous photos while paintin'
up a cafeteria!"
-Joshua Smith
Heart Serve Day 5
Residence Li
The Pulse of Campu
With nearly 75% of students living
on campus, it would be an
understatement to say that
something is always going on!
Resident life is a very happening
part of the college experience.
Floor activities, musical
performances, academic
conferences, and sporting events
are just some of the options to
get students together for a good
time on campus. The RA's are
always planning great times for
their floors, and you can almost
always find someone to just hang
out with. All of these venues are
wonderful ways to create fun and
lasting memories while attending
GFU.
Olivia Clark and Natalie Lorenz were 2 of
the many freshman who lived on campus
this year. Both young ladies enjoyed their
time as roommates together.
Trips to the beach were another way that students made memories together.
Whether just hanging out or playing a game of Frisbee, the beach was sure tc
a big hit among students.
Heart Res Life
Above: Many floors used
campus events, such as




opportunity to dress up.
Above: residents of Pennington have
fun with all the leaves that are found
right outside their dormitory.
Left: The girls of Beal house love being
together and having fun.
rhe girls of Hobson 2 get together for a picture before heading off together to
the annual hoedown dance.
Some of the RAs on campus getting
together to bond and fellowship with one
another. Community was of high value to
this group of special people.
Heart Res Life
Activities: what we do!
Pumpkin carving was a favorite
activity among many of the
students.
Many living areas on campus
put on their own activities to
allow everyone to have fun and







A multitude of activities were available during the '08-'09 school
year. Both on and off campus, students had the opportunity to
participate and enjoy many different activities. Although activities
were not limited to those officially sponsored by ASC, those put
on by the activities committee were among some of the favorites.
Movie/popcorn nights, donut runs, and the midnight breakfast
helped students to take a break from studies and get a bite to eat.
The polar bear swim, bruin brawls, and games of Frisbee got
everyone outside for some good old fashioned exercise and fresh
air. Other activities included the Halloween trick or treat run, the
gingerbread house building contest, the main event, and the




Above: Seniors Kevin Smith, Mark
Schutter, Cameron Bedrosian, John
Fortes, Ethan Rhodes, Jason Lampi,
Tyler Niles, Adam Haldorson, John
Archer, Josiah Philipsen, and Gabe
Cortez show what the Bruin Brawl is
about: Winning
The women got to duel it out in
the annual womens bruin brawl.
Halloween was the perfect
opportunity to dress up. In this
case, Sarah Palin and Hillary
Clinton were well represented.
A good time was had by all who
attended the main event.
The fall semester was filled
with much leaf jumping.
Heart Activities 9
Celebrate the old & new
Homecoming 09!






throughout the week, such as the
Polar Bear Swim, Mr. Bruin, Go
Big or Go Home, Tailgate Party,
Bruin Brawl and a post game blow
out dance. This week gives
everyone an opportunity to really
celebrate the community George
Fox University has blessed old
and new students with. Other
highlights of this years events
included a Winter Music Concert
featuring the George Fox
Symphonic Band and concert
choir, basketball games, the
Alumni Celebration Brunch, a
young alumni gathering, the
sports hall of fame induction
dinner, two very special affinity
reunions, and class reunions for
the classes of 1939, 1949, 1969,
1979, 1984, 1989 and 1999.
What also gained a spotlight
during this weekend was the start
to the women's basketball's
perfect season of 25-0. This was
definitely a homecoming to
remember.
Gabriel Cortez and MotoKazu Ito (crowned
Mr. Bruin of '09) dance their hearts away as
they perform their routine as the half-time
performance at the basketball game.
10 Heart
Ken Watson volunteers at the tailgate party
by cooking food for the many famished
students right before the homecoming
games.
Steve Foster hosts the 'Son Trivia Game'
during the Mr. Bruin pageant; one of the
many events (now during Homecoming)
that is looked forward to all year.
Students converse at the tailgate party that was held at the outdoor
amphitheater right before the men and women's basketball games.
Natalie Pickett and Ashlie Keimig turn into
hardcore fans with their number 1 finger
signs as they support the Lady Bruins
Basketball in their winning season 25-0!
Heart Homecoming 11
Simply Lovely
Far Below: Freshman qirk
smile for a picture at the hoe
down, which happens every
year before school gets started.
Webster is considering this












This tradition is quickly picking up speed. To look at
how the students can move on the dance floor one
would never suspect that only ten years ago dancing was
forbidden on campus. Now the university, sponsored by
ASC puts on four annual dances beginning with the
hoedown, the Decades dance, the Winter Swing and
ends with the Spring Formal. Although most people
avoid bumping and grinding it has been known to be
somewhat awkward at the formal dances with the usual
drama of who asked who and who didn't ask who. But
if you find a good group and are not afraid of looking
like a fool on the dance floor you can have fun. Lisa
Mensonides wonders "Why am I always on this page?"
And the answer is because she has set the standard for
fashion and enthusiasm amongst the student body and
is the go to person for awesome new moves. Now,
enjoy the pictures since that is really what dances are
about.
The track team is always well represented at Spring Formal, where they
proudly demonstrate their awesome dance moves!
12 Heart Dances
Lisa Mensonides and Ashlie
K c;imig reveal their new move:
The Handyclapper
Above: Sam Navarre pulls out her
disco fever at the Decade Dance. This
year the usual "80's" or "70's" dance
was made into whatever decade you
wanted to dress up as.
Far Left: Seniors Lisa
Mensonides and Ashlie Keimig
dance the night away.
Upperr Left: Staci Laughlin and
Whitney O'Riley know how to
have fun!
Left: These four are excited




The wonderful thing about Fox is the
numerous opportunities for students
to put themselves out there and to
show of their talents. Mr. Bruin and
the Lip Sync stand out as the most
anticipated events of the year. The
2009 Mr. Bruin Pageant raised $7,000
this year which is more than any
other year and donated the money to
the Shriners Hospitals for Children.
At the end of the pageant. This years
crowned king was Motokazu Ito.
In the lip sync the dances were well
planned and fun with everything
from heartfelt solos to 80s Workout
Divas. However it was the Fresh
Prince of Bell Air act which stole the
show and every ladies heart and ran
off with it in a yellow taxi cab.
Throughout the year these
performances remind us that through
hard work and determination we can
have people laugh with us not at us.
i
Willy Johnson busts his moves while
looking stylish in his groovy hat. Although
he did not claim the title Willy has three
more years to perfect his dance.
wtimef/f
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"Practices were an awesome time to
hang out, get to know other guys, and
|
dance our butts off! The Mother-Son
portion of the evening was a lot of
fun for me! My mom had a story to go with every
answer, and people could see why I like to talk! We
didn't start getting props ready for our talent until two
days before, didn't practice 'til the day of, and pretty
much winged it during the event! Not to mention the
fact that our props somehow ended up all over the
Quad! It was a great experience for me, and being a
part of the Mr. Bruin Pageant will be one of my favorite
memories from Fox! Jonathon Archer
Far left: Jael Chambers does the
disco.
Garret Blizzard, Dakarai Kongela, and
Adam Haldorson celebrate after their Lip
Sync triumph.
ontesiants of the Mr. Bruin Pageant articulate the finer points of their
andidacy for the coveted crown... they all consider themselves number 1.
Heart Performances 15
Cross Culture
Top, Exchange students model
the traditional Cheong-sam
dresses while singing "Will Come
to Beijing" which was played at
the Olympic ceremonies.
Bottom, Qing quan Li
demonstrates and shares the








From around the globe international students are brought
together to our small George Fox University campus. What a
privilege we have to host students from countries such as China,
Japan, and Korea. For Americans, freshman year in college can
be challenging enough—let alone to think of foreign students
immersing themselves into a completely different culture. The
expectations rise for these incoming students as they are to
master their second and sometimes third language of English,
adjust to a new food diet, and participate in learning about a
whole new religion. Congrong Ouyang says, "The most different
thing about here is-everything!" Congrong says the language
barrier has made making new American friends difficult, yet
overcoming that and experiencing all that our campus has to
offer has been great. She also says that through "experiencing
Jesus Christ for the first time" she has learned so much about a
religion that is not talked about in her home country-and
meeting such outgoing friendly students here on campus has
made her experience here to the fullest.
Taste. Encounter. Learn. See.
Heart
The International students pick up on some traditional American gestures
such as the bunny ears.
International/Multicultural
Top left, Chen and Penny show off
their displays a items brought from
home.
Top right, The crowd shuffles
through at the Cultural Fair
held in atrium of EHS-this event
was sure to attract many curious
faces.
Bottom left. Chinese decorations
for the home-meaning "lucky"
and "spring".
Runzhi Yuan and Mulun Chen
show off items from their
exhibit. Each student brought
items to represent their home
country's culture.
Heart International/Multicultural 17
Ghosting has quickly become a much beloved activity. This form of chair ghosting as pictured above is just one
variation of the game. Although President Baker was a favorite target for the ghosters any person walking across the
Quad could be a target. So remember to always look behind you when you are walking because you never kno\s
who might be following.
Many clubs exist at George Fox in order to allow students with similar interests to join together for a goc
time. Although many of the clubs are officially recognized by ASC (such as the Bruin Heritage Societj
others are not. However—these unofficial clubs and groups are no less enjoyed or taken part in by studenl
Many students find themselves joining together to celebrate shared likes and dislikes without official
declaring themselves a club. Be it official or unofficial-clubs are a central part of a George Fox studenl
experience on and off campus.
18 Heart Clubs
Theater was a popular club to be a part of
on campus.
The botany class at George Fox made a
weekly field trip to view various plants.
The Bruin Heritage Society meets for a
weekly meeting keeping the current
student body connected to its history.
Featured: Michelle Gail, someone, Stacie
Laughlin, Andrew Griggs Jasmin Holliday?
and Robby Larson
Several book clubs existed on campus,
including the one below which was led by
the infamous Kendra Irons.
Among the groups on campus, those of




For some students, "Intramural sports is a great time to be
competitive in a friendly way," and for others, it's just a great time
to be competitive. Intramural sports participants are gathered by
an array of athletic backgrounds. Some athletes may have
formerly played a sport in high school; others may still participate
in regular sports for George Fox, and for the rest—who are trying
sports for the very first time! Come one, come all! As for
participant such as, freshman, Karina Sadalgo, played intramural
volleyball in order to "revisit the middle-school-athleticism". But if
you are the type that just can't hold bach by competitive nature,
intramural sports will have a category for you too. Winners in
each sport played received champion t-shirts and take advantage
of their bragging rights. Wherever you may fit in, intramural
sports is a fun way to take your mind out of the books for the
evening.
Sam Mackenzie and Scot Granger get into action during a dodgeball game.
Intramurals
;
- V W " ..... Jit ^ s •
Above: The annual flag football match
against Corban is an intramural
favorite for fans and competitors alike.
Football at the beach is another way
that students who love football can
have fun together.
Volleyball matches were a great
way for many to be involved.
Dodgeball was one of the larger
intramural sports on campus.
The flag football team rallies
together before the game.
Heart Intramurals 21
Quotes to go remember. .
.







































- Chris Savage to
Jenn Gabica
"Best moment was when I ran into my room









i4cup ofsoup, a kind word, a prayer. Ineverything, the George Fox community strives
to reflect theirfaith through ministering to
each other and the outside community.
Almost anywhere you look you see signs of this
commitment: chapel, Bible studies, worship
sessions, good conversations, service projects.
These arejust some of the numerous ways that
GFU students chose to express the love of
Christ and thejoy of the Spirit to all those
around them. Turn the page to catch glimpses






Courtney Sell, Katelin Arsenault,
Amanda Shaw, Kendra Philips
I enjoyed hanging out
with friends. I'm so glad
I went, I've never been
and it was a perfect
addition to senior year.
- Jenny Prickett
Students have a variety of optional activities
during the retreats such as a photo
scavenger hunt (fall), mudpit (fall), hanging
out during the broadcast of the girls
basketball team first round of playoffs
(spring) and beach activities (spring).
Students enjoyed the relaxing free time and
getting to know other fellow GFU students.
Mel Eastwold. John Fortes and Anna
Moreshead jump high on the beach!
26 Soul
Love & Restoration
/7hat a great time it is to get away for a
/eebend to engulf in God's creation and
xperience the beauty of fellowshipping with
iends. Twice a year, the retreats committee
eates this for the student body - one in the Fall
id one in the Spring. This gives a chance for
udents to breathe before getting back into the
iaily routine of school. Courtney Sell Retreats
oordinator gives her feedback, "As the Retreats
laplain this year, my hope was that the fall
d spring retreats would provide an
portunity for us to get away from the
jistractions and really experience restoration
ind renewal in our hearts and minds. I feel [ike
retreats this year really did provide that
environment to experience God's shalom, both
:hrough relationships and through creation. I
lave been blessed to be in this position this year
: 3lan these retreats with such a great
: nmittee." The themes this year were: Fall
Retreat was titled "Restoration & Renewal'" and
:he Spring Retreat was titled, "Love Moves."
Beth Saavedra and Nikfei
Beck enjoying the windy





2 Retreat was held.
A number of students pile in to the
mud pit, one of the most favorite
events of the fall retreat.
Steve Sherwood. Fall Retreat
speaker, is surrounded by the













be a little bit
crazy while
working hard!
Students who sacrificed their Christmas and
Spring Break took leave for one week to set out
on a journey of a lifetime, working with their
hands and loving with their hearts. The love
that was sent out continues to spread
throughout the West Coast including locations
such as Los Angeles, Utah, Seattle, Twin Rocks,
Portland, Northern, and Eastern Washington,
all to offer their love for Christ. "Live Out
Love" is this year's theme—rooted in 1 John 4:7
it says, "Let us love one another, for love comes
from God." Serve Trip, coordinator, Ryan,
adds, "this is how God loves us".
Right: Spring Serve in Seattle
Washington.
Below: Serve Trip Utah!
Above: Conrong Ouyang connects
cultures by playing games with the
children in Seattle.
Above: Sarah Mendoza,
Janae Martinez and Julie
Adams jump for trash pick
up!
Left: Utah Serve trip
groups up before their
full day of evangelizing.
Seattle Spring Serve Trip was so
amazing and beyond anything I
could have dreamed. Before leaving
none of us really knew each other at
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Each year George Fox students look for a way
to connect and give to the community of
Newberg. A couple ways this is constantly done
each year are the programs "Little Bruins" and
"James Project". Little Bruins is a mentoring
program where a college student is matched up
with a K-8 student who just needs someone to
spend time with. They then meet with them
each week to hang out, play games and just
talk. James Project is like an extension of the
once a year all campus event, "Serve Day".
Each Saturday students volunteer their time to
help people around our community that need
yard work or projects around their house done.
Even the Bruin mascot gets into the
spirit of helping out!
Students learn how to put their
wood working talents to use.
Jessica Bassard does face
m painting with a little
v
Bruin.
Students whole heartedly embrace
community service in so many ways
at GFU!
i
I am realizing there is a lot I can
learn even being the big Bruin, we
help each other! Hopefully this
relationship I have started will
continue even after I graduate!
- Samantha Navarre
Trimming bushes is a way students
help to make Newberg a bit nicer.
Soul 35
Young Life's Malibu Camp is located
on an inlet based off of Egmont,
Canada. It's one of the most




friends and being in
this beautiful place.
- Gennie Wymer
Top Left: Gennie Wymer preps for the next
meal Top Right: Campus Worship
Ieader.Marb Benjamin. leads worship
during Club every evening. Bottom Left:
Bob Davidson, the camp speaker, shares a
little bit about his family. Bottom Right:
Pits Crew makes washing dishes after every
meal enjoyable as they sing along to tunes.
36 Soul
Being Set Apart
Dn March 20-25, 2009, the Oregon/SW
Washington Young Life Student Staff led by
3FU professor, Steve Sherwood, held the
annual Malibu Spring Break Discipleship Retreat
ocated in Egmont, Canada. Around 150
ollege aged students took a roadtrip up to this
beautiful camp residing on an inlet, to help
:Iean the place up for kids to come and enjoy it
during the summer. The tasks for cleaning up
is camp included preparing the meals for the
eek, cleaning all the housing, cleaning the
:ool, raking the frisbee golf course, washing all
he windows, burning debris, moving lumber,
opping wood, painting bunk beds, power
; shing the board walk and the list continues
Dn. As the hard work done during the day
:ame to a close, the evenings were relaxed as
club' was held which included worship, a skit
alving a few games and a message given by
job Davidson. It was a great week of
:
ellowship, laughs, serving God and being
-efreshed in the beauty of His glorious creations.
Professor Steve Sherwood
helps the program crew
with their skit.
Preparing for the feast,
foe kitchen crew makes
salad for lunch one day.
After a week of power washing the
boardwalk at Malibu Camp left
these ladies feeling tough.
A group of women stained the
wood for the new assignment team
housing to the camp.
Soul 37

At George Fox University the students ha
\nce to show their strengths. Through
L
s, plays, and music the talent and
[sity, the Bruins express schoolpride and
talent. The success of Thoroughly Modern
Milly, the fall musical the nationally
recognized women 's basketball team, the
surprising accomplishments of the volleyball
team, and many other events are a great
example of the strengths demonstrated.
These activities are also a chance for students
to build relationships and experiences.
Though a solid education is what most of us
are here for, it is the chance to demonstrate
our strengths and encourage others in their
own strengths that we find a sense of
community, create lasting memories, and have
a lot offun. And in all things we strive to use




expressions of hard work
Strength 39
Abby Courson, Alison Bennet, and Lisa Yost display their graduation memorabilia with pride. They are
also unknowingly demonstrating one of the defining characteristics of the 2009 GFU graduates: close,
long lasting friendships.
Josh Smith and Ben Burgess share a moment of Emily Hodgin, Ryan Forbes, and Mary Vansteenberghe get
silliness together. These two were very close together after graduation. These three were a part of the GFU






side the tassel went on.
^3
8
ne of the many groups of
:: niors on campus pose
together for a photo.
The George Fox University class of 2009 was one that
set the standard for future classes. With a record
number of students (over 600), this was a group that
will be missed on campus. However, Fox's loss was the
community's, country's and world's gain. This was a
group of students who had the incredible ability to go
out into the world and to truly mate a difference.
This was a group of individuals who will (we hope
and pray) use their knowledge and skills to improve
the lives of others while they live out and proclaim
the Gospel to all. This is a group
of people who have been blessed
beyond all measure, and who
had the ability to be used to
bless others each and every day.
This was a group who knew what
hard work was, but also what it
meant to relax. This was a group of men and women
who were incredibly unique and different, but who
also shared many commonalities with one another.
This was.. ..the class of 2009!!!
A
Megan Parks holds up her graduation
souvenirs and her "Thank goodness I
Tia a it" smile.
The six chemistry majors from the class of 2009 get together for one last
photo together. This group grew quite close over the past four years, as
they shared many classes together.
Strength 41
Developing coffee addictions
"Before college I had one coffee... now I can't get through a day without three or
four cups" says senior Mary VanSteemberghe. Academic life, in addition to
increasing dependency on caffeine, was one of the biggest strengths at George Fox
University. The shared trials of long papers and unfathomable projects united the
students as they strove to survive the academic rigor laid out by professors. The
difficulty of the task only mad the rewards of success that much richer. So drink
deeply of the fount of coffee and books.
42 Strength
Daniela Sifuentes has found her ideal study CarlEric Tangen enjoys the calm
spot in the library next to the window. atmosphere of the Foxhole for studying.
Caipmunk statue and student contemplate
each other in an artistic encounter.
Strength 43
Jocelyn and Cyndi











Alfred Hitchcock once said, "Drama is life with all the dull bits cut out." This reigns true for
the George Fox University's theatre department-Never is there a dull moment in the lives
of these thespians! On and off the stage, students recognize the "Players" for their lively
spirits and outgoing acts. This year was made up of four main productions, beginning first
with "Thoroughly Modern Millie,"-a "high-spirited musical comedy". Next at the box office
was the performance done by the skillful University Players, called "The Other Shore". In
the spring, the comedy, "The Triumph of Love"—an 18th-century romantic comedy. And
lastly, the One-Act Festival displayed only the best student directors and designers onto the
stage in three engaging One-Acts.
44 Strength Performances
he University Players don't need a stage to
erform on. any parking-lot will do just fine!
Leon Liu tabes part in
"Thoroughly Modern Millie."
Nicole Hopper and Rommie
Christiansen
I
\n: alise and Sarah Klatt- is there ever a time
ffhen these ladies aren't acting?
Strength
Kimberly Newton poses




Brad K, Whitney F,
Kim, Teddy, and
Rommie all take part
in the Fall Comedy,
"Milllie".
Performances 45
"Not everyone is cut
out to be a distance
athlete. A spectator at
a meet, speaking to no
one in particular, said,
'You know, it wouldn't
hurt so much if they
would just stop.' For
the cross country
athlete, stopping
before the finish line
just isn't an option.
Quitting is defeat."
Coach JeffLarson
Cam and Jordan work
together half-way through
the race in the West
Regional Championship.
ReconstructingA Legacy
Faced with many changes, the Men and Women's Cross Country team took a new
direction. Rome wasn't built in a day; and neither was this team. After the loss of many
valuable team members and undergoing the transition to new coach, Jeff Larson, the team
managed to maintain a small but close-knit family. Made up of small numbers, but
dedicated workers, they were able to race their way to Hawaii. They learned to balance
hard work and fun, allowing only positive growth to be on the horizon.
46 Strength Cross Country
\rt of the girls team gets together for a post-
ce picture before hitting the beach and
dking their Hawaii trip complete!
h boys. The team tabes their stance on the
e before the gun goes off.
Standout freshman. Allen
Cassel. secures his place on




her last energy on
the home stretch.
With all of the good looking guys on our team running
around in short shorts, it wouldn't surprise me to see
the girls team double in size in the next year.
Jordan Ware
Strength Cross Country 47
The Men's Soccer Team: From left to right Keith Marshall (24). Danny Kamna (0). Wade
Knowles (32). Peter Luginbill (4). Caleb Martin (21). Adam Harrington (19). Jake Maguire (1).
Tony Zamora (7). Brennan Altringer (13). Zach Sanders (14). Sean Daughtry (25), Kyle Story (3)
Brian Story (8). Kristopher Brown (6). Brett Hamilton (5), Tim Palmer (12). Garrett Blizzard (2).
Connor Campbell (15). Jon Maroni (11). Alex Salsbury (23), David Rickey (16). Jon Gutierrez
(10). Joseph Tiede (20), Glen Garcia (22). Grant Knowles (31)
Working hard, Kyle Story pulls a tricky move to Conner Campbell talks with hea
keep the ball in the Bruins possession. coach Tim Tsohantaridis on the sic
lines as he gets ready to go ii
48 Strength Men's Soccer
>rian Story throws the ball
i to his teammates. Mens Soccer
ompetitiveness is bey
id this Bruin is fighting
ard to get the ball.
i
i
The men's soccer team had ten top returning
players this year combined with ten freshman to
add to the team of 32. They went out and grew
closer as a team dedicated to working
hard.Freshman forward Brennan Altringer came
out and was the high scorer on the Bruins team.
He was named All-Northwest Conference Second
Team after scoring 20 goals in the 2008 season.
When asked to sum up the season Junior David
Rickey's answer was, " Even though we had a
rough season this year, I feel like our team
connected a lot better than the
previous year, we had
promising moments in some of
|
the games and were able to
keep the score close against
tough opponents."
feel that our team
)nnected in a way that
7e
f
ll do very well
: gether in the next
e ason and thereafter.
ten Garcia
inior Peter Luginbill was a key
turning player this year.
The Bruins show their team work as they line up to block a
penalty shot.
Strength Men's Soccr 49
Skill and Teamwork
Women's soccer was off to a great start this year with four consecutive wins. This was
followed by a few difficult games that led to several close losses. The team was able to
bounce back ending the season with a conference score of 8-8 and 12-8 total. 12- 8
marks the most wins in a season during the past seven years under head coach Andy
Herrington. Five girls were selected to receive All-Northwest Conference soccer honors
for 2008. The girls to receive this award were Jenny McKinsey, Kirsten Cardwell, Nicole
Akiu, Melissa Leighty, and Sally Page.
50 Strength Women's Soccer
/ly favorite memory of the season
/as when we played at Pacific. We
7ere down 1-3 with ten minutes to
o in the second half. Then
irsten scored a beautiful goal and
ze all just got fired up. After that
e scored three more goals in six





The 90 minutes I spent on that field with
those girls were the most fun and exciting of
the entire season. It was a great example of
what our team can do when we play for
each other, and for the love of the game.
- Melissa Leighty
Memories...
I think we really connected well
as a team. I really enjoyed
playing with every one. And
even though we could have
done better it was still fun and i
am happy I got to be a part of
such a great group of girls.
Kirsten Cardwell
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Biacb: Stephanie Kerr. Chelsea Haider. Lani Rasmussen. Lyndsey Hovee. Jennifer Panico. Carley Johnson Middle
Natalie Lorenz. Megan Cornelius. Sarah Burkey. Jenna Dohren. Ali Lefebvre. Sarah Crossfield. Front: Natalie
Pickett. Ashlie Keimig. Jessica Morrison. Ashley Sheller Not Pictured: Kristin Knaupp
Senior Ashlie Keimig gathers her
teammates to the center after a point.
Even though our record wasn't
flawless, I feel like we carried
ourselves with integrity and we
demonstrated a genuine care for
each other on and off the court. It




ibero Jenna Dohren tabes a
ass while defensive specialist
shley Sheller looks on.
>utside hitter Jennifer Panico
36S up for a kill.
2 all bonded closer
an any other year this
ear and held each
>ther accountable.
thJalie Pickett
Up & Down Season
A few surprises led the Lady Bruins to a roller coaster
of a ride season starting off strong, but left to a
disappointing ending. Junior Lyndsay Hovee
described the season, "You could say that our season
fell short of our exceptions. Even though we lost a
few tough ones the team never gave up and played
hard all the way through to the last game, showing a
tremendous amount of heart." One of the highlights
was when the Lady Bruins defeated Pacific Lutheran
University at their home turf. This brought great
excitement to the team since PLU
was one of their biggest rivals in
the conference. This season sure
had it's ups and downs, but that did
not take away the closeness of the
team as Megan Cornelius stated,
"we were a family." The Lady Bruins]
finished 6-10 overall and graduated
four seniors - Natalie Pickett,
Jennifer Morrison, Ashley Sheller,
and Ashlie Keimig.
>
acy Bruins get ready to take on
iev competition before their game.
The volleyball girls show the other side to themselves as they get
in the Halloween spirit by dressing up in costumes for practice.
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way to the basket!
Mens Basketball
Perseverance
The Bruin men worked hard to improve and grow as a team. It might have been the
season they expected but there were some surprises and good times along the way.
Senior, Brady Strutz went into the season with a knee injury and was able to play and the
team was very excited to have him back and playing with them. The team took a trip out
to Hawaii to get some more experience and sun and many of the guys would say this was
one of the best memories of the season. The team looses a few seniors but will come back
strong next year ready to play hard.
54 Strength Men's Basketball
Travis Toedtemeier goes





Coach. Mark Sundquist talks to the Bruin
men at a timeout.
Joe Ahn plays defense as he tries to create a
iumover.
It was a team filled with great guys
and a vast majority of personalities
and characters, a lot of goofy guys.
- Evan Atwater
; 7an Atwater plays strong
defense in a close game.
Alex Stockner keeps his eyes on the ball while making sure to protect
the basket at the same time. As a junior he was named honorable
mention for the All- Northwest conference.
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Breezy Rinehart-Young. Danielle Roisom, Laura Silva, Elise Kuenzi. Lindsay Keener. Kristen Shielee.
Arianna Mohsenian, B.B. Gardner, Samantha Simmons. Pilar Mullins. Keisha Gordon. Sage Indendi,
Alexis Nissen. Carrie Myers, Head Coach: Scott Ruecfe. Assistant Coach: Megan Dicfeerson.
t fc
Coming back from Nationals, we were
greeted by over a hundred people at the
airport. We rode in limos to Newberg and
had a police escort around the city and
met up with a bunch of people waiting
for us. It was an unforgettable experience.
- Kristen Shielee, Team Captain Senior Kristen Shielee, NWC Player
of the Year, goes in for a basket.
3Iise Kuenzi steps to the
ine against WashU.
?>B Gardner dribbles the
)ast a WashU defender.
National Champs!
The Lady Bruin's dominated this year by finishing off
with a perfect season 32 - 0. They captured the hearts
of their fans and took away the National
Championship Dili title for the 2008-2009 season by
defeating Michigan University (Mo.) 65-53 in the final
round of playoffs. With a young team, 10 freshman, 3
juniors and only one senior graduating, they toofe
over the NCAA Division III state championship title at
the homecoming game and only a few games later,
taking away the national title. Senior Kristen Shielee
describes the season, "This season r~
our team came together as a fam-
-ily and grew by leaps and bounds
both on the court and off. We
kept improving all season, even
through our last games. At the
beginning of the season we came
up with the idea of shocking the
nation with our lack of
experience with ten freshman
and no returning starters and I am
Everyone got along with
everyone. We seriously
were like a huge family.
- B3 Gardner
Lindsay Keener scored a
game changing 3 pointer
during the final game.
pretty sure we accomplished our goal."
s confetti comes down, the Lady Bruin's
Jeorate their victorious win over WashU!
eTeam huddles for inspirational tal before the game. This is the
first time team west of the Rocky Mountains has won a Dili title.
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The girls show off one of their
impressive stunts.
GFU Cheer shows off their skills. The girls fire up the crowd,





Pump up the Crowds!
The George Fox Cheer Team worked hard this year to pump up the crowds for Fox
basketball. Captain Kate Sheperdson, led the girls with many of her own choreographed
routines. The girls worked well together and through the season perfected several stunts the
had learned at an OSU cheer clinic. When asked about her favorite part of the season,
sophomore Kami Kuhn said, "my favorite part of this season was towards the end when our
girls team was undefeated and on their way to the championship games! The team was
amazing, and the crowd was really excited! It was an honor to be a part of the GFU cheer
team cheering on our amazing girls!"
58 Strength Cheer

Sophomore Aaron Burkhart led the
team with one of the high scores.
Junior Dustin Churchill tees off.
Churchill finished with a best personal
record of 80 at the end of the season.
Strength Golf
>rianna Nap was one of
le teams best players.
Yaveling was one of the
>erfes the teams enjoyed.
Golf*Golf*Golf*Golf
eing on a young team it has
een fun watching people gain
jurnament experience as well
s spending time with new
aces on our road trips
David Burkhardt
The Men and Women's golf teams both had an
improving season. For Men's golf team, they finished
eigth overall in the conference, just ahead of Lewis
and Clark College. Freshman Matthew Fanning spoke
on the team's season saying, "This being my first year
on the team, it was a pretty good year compared to
last year from what i hear. Our scores were noticeably
lower but we still have a lot of room to improve." As
the rest of the team commented on how the team
improved throughout the year from Fall to Spring
setting goals for the coming year.
The Women's team had another
successful season. Coached by
MaryJo McClosky, this group of
dedicated women worked hard
to achieve their potential, both
on and off the green. With top
half showings at every
tournament, these women were
known for their excellent playing skills.
Senior Ryan Stokke gets
ready to putt as his fellow
teammates watch.
enior David Burkhardt takes a
hot from behind the trees
The 2009 GFU Men's Golf Team
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"We overcame adversity throughout the year and
improved tremendously from January to May. Each
player contributed to our successful season and the




The Bruin Baseball team completed their fourteenth straight winning season with an
overall record of 36 and 11. They claimed the conference title and competed in the
West Regional tournament where they fought back after an initial loss to win the
next three games thus staving off double elimination. They fell short at the end but
can look back on an extremely successful year. Seniors Matt Wyckoff and Bo
Thunell both received All American recognition.
62 Strength Baseball
Junior Seth Anderson
prepares to introduce the
ball to a very tough bat.
Sophomore. Dan
Winterstein flies through
the air for a big catch in
the outfield.
o Thunell was named ABAC All American
id Team and All West Region 1st Team.
le's Safe!" Nate Hickok slides under the
tensive making a big play for his team.
Mior Matt Wyckoff received









to throw down a
runner. He was




Back Row: Head Coach Jessica HoIIen. Serena Lee, Audrey Dove, Becka Doyle Erin Lee, Katie Hughes,
Shelby Briske. Kristen Griffith. Assistant Coach John Hollen. Front Row: Pam Wilkins, Keistyn Tsuruda.
Chelsea Bradely, Amy Peterson and Missi Bourgo.
Second Team All-NWC catcher, The team gathers to encourage each other and decide how best













With an overall record of 5-32 the Women's Softball team improves on last
year and looks with anticipation to a growing program and greater success.
Last year the women's team was unable to finish due to injuries on the team.
With a strong recruiting season the team welcomed five new players to the
team. Junior, Chelsea Bradley was named to the NWC First Team for her
excellent pitching during the year. Kerstyn Tsuruda, the only senior on this
squad also received NWC recognition.
The new coaching staff also gave the lady bruins a boost with their
enthusiasm and dedication to the program. Head coach Jessica Hollen
states, "I believe that we can create a competitive, energetic team with a lot
of heart and a great work ethic that will be a
positive representation of George Fox University."!
The university is pleased to see this sport growing
in success and to watch the softball lady bruins
bonding as a team. GO BRUINS.
Team Fun. Front row (1-r) - Kristen
Griffith, Kerstyn Tsuruda, Amy
Peterson, Audrey Dove, Katie
Hughes, Shelby Briske. Bach row
(I-r) - Missi Bourgo, Chelsea
Bradely, Becka Doyle. Erin Lee.
lice try but you are outta here! Serena Lee,
masterfully guards second base from thieves.
Becka Doyle evaluates the





Although both the men and women's teams didn't finish high on the charts with the
women finishing seventh overall and men finishing ninth overall, they did their best to
finish the season strong. Senior Shanna Lesire comments on the outcome of the women's
season, "We showed a lot of improvement throughout the season but lost a couple of key
matches that we should've won that would've sent us to the conference tournament."
66 Strength Tennis
Senior Lauren Miller
finished the end to her
fourth season on the
women's tennis team.
Sophomore Betsy Ann
Penham was one of the
high scorers this season.
few of the girls spending time together on
eir away tournament in Hilton Head.
?nior Shanna Lesire prepares for the ball.
We lost a bunch of people from last year,
which was hard, but we always had a great
time together and had a lot of laughs.
- Lauren Miller
Coach Rich Cruz, Assistant Coach Rob CruzLiliya Abildayev,
Courtney Banks, Corinne Borrelli, Thalia Delgado, Shanna Lesire,




These talented athletes that made up the Men s
Tracfe and Field team of '09 proved their dedication
and discipline by the outstanding performances and
efforts in the final Championships of the season.
These boys trained excessively to reach their goals,
but not without some fun along the way. While
proving themselves again and again by stealing the
women's team Tracfe Hog mascot, they continued to
feeep secure Big Boy from any girls capable of
reaching it—perhaps this was because Big Boy was
left at a
Church somewhere in California never to be found
or stolen again.
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Strength Men's Track
Women's Track
The Women's Track and Field team of 2009 finished a solid season of hard work. Not only
did they dedicate at least two hours every day on the track for training, but these athletes
also prepared out of season. Preparation was done since the beginning of the school year,
and all the way through the month of May. While most students packed up and headed
home after finals, these athletes stuck around to continue training hard in hopes of
qualifying for a trip to nationals. In addition to the incentive to stick around and train for
nationals, but also perhaps to have a little fun along the way!
Strength Women's Track
I could not have asked for anything
more satisfying than finishing my
senior year as conference champion
in the triple jump!
- Emily Hodgin





Christa Absten Andrea Adams Janessa Adams Julie Adams Hannah
Adderley
MicahAhn Stephen Aki Nicole Akiu Elizabeth Derek Aldrich
Alaimo

















Scott Babcock Benjamin Baez Ashley Bagdon Nicole Baggett
Strength









MarkBaretich April Barkley Ivanna Barnes Kelsey Barnes
Amber Bassi Chantel Reneca Bauer Daniel Bauman Sandra Baxter
Baucom













Salina Beier Rachel Belgard







CallanBerkey Kristen Bernau Miranda Berry KaraBetzer Joseph Bianco Jillian Bieber













Christopher Ethan Brown Heather Brown
Brown
Knstopher Lynne Brown Meagan Brown Scott Brown
Brown






James Brown Jason Brown












Kayla Carey Erica Carl Alyx Carpenter Mariah Carrillo Stephanie
Carruthers





























Michelle Alison Comfort Leslie Comfort Curtis Conde
Collier








Elizabeth Anika Cordell Keely Corder
Corbett-Furgal







Josh Couch Chanda Cox Joanna Cox
LJ
Amy Crites Brent Crocker Katie Cross Sarah
Crossfield Culbertson




Thomas Curry Cody Curtin Jennifer Richard Dahl James Dailey Natalie Daly Jennifer Mitchell Dan
Cushman Dalziel
Charles Amber Dannals Leanna Dasso Crystal §ean Daughtry Morgan Davie Heidi Davies Barbara Davi
Daniels Daughtry
John DeJoria Erin Delaney Joseph
Delaney





David Dillow Nathan Dillow Grace Dilworth Lois Dimm Bronwyn
Dines
Robert Divine Katelyn Dixon
Sara Eccleston Debra
Eckelkamp






Andrew Ely Jordan Ely BrianneEmel Brett Emmons John
Engelfried
Taylor Farah Christopher Bruce Farmer Andrew Shaina Fairer Artyom
















Lindsay Ferrell Kirsten Fertig Ashley Finch Casey Finney Brody Fischer Hana Fisher Hannah Fisher Nathan Fisher
Portraits Portraits
Hannah Flegal Andrew Nicole Fleming Andrea Luke Fletcher Katie Flory
Fletcher
TimFoksha Cassandra Sarah Foltz Kelsey Fong Ryan Forbes Kaitlyn
Folkers Fordyce





















Glen Garcia Jessica Garcia Jesus Garcia Joshua Garcia Bryana Joelle Gardner Emily Gariepy
Gardner
iJi









Melissa Sarah Ghods Stephanie CorinaGierok
Getsinger Gibson
Lane Gillman Tiffany Gilly Ron Glasscock Kristin Gnile








Keisha Gordon Steven Gotter Laura
Gotthardt







Johnathan Lanise Griffin Becky Griffith Kristen Griffith David Griffiths
Griffin
TerisaHammel Chad Dezarae Emily Hansen
Hammerquist Hannan









Sarah Harmon Emily Harmon-
Watilo














Katie Harris Justin Harrod Brendon H










Matthew Hill Stephanie Hill Steve Hill Jeffrey Daniel Hintz
Hinschberger
David Hite Kathryn Hite















Ronald Hughes Alicen Hull Jeffrey Hull Katie Hull Ryan Hull Cory Hultz HinHung Cameron Hunt
|
Crystal Hunt Nathaniel Hunt Nicholas Hunt Steven Hunter Taylor Hunter Tessa Hurst Katie Husk Jerica Hust
Motokazu Ito
Brandi Jasmin Steven Jay Tamara Jeffers Kaylie Jeffries Camille Jeffris Esther Jen Ryan Jenkins Tabitha Jenner
1 1










Carley Johnson Christopher Clara johnson Irene Johnson
Johnson
Kelton Johnson Nicole Johnson Ralph Johnson Sherry Johnson Stephanie
Johnson

















Melody Judd Joshua Juvrud
Beth Keeton Kathleen
Kehmeier










Stephanie Kerr Brad Kerrigan Marcy Keuter Lauren Kewley
David Kilada Nicole Kilian Julianne
Kilmer
Jin Kim Mirinea Kim Cyndi Kimmel Kelsi Kimura
Kaisa Kincaid Kyle Kincaid David King


























Molly Larson Nicole Larson
P"~ - 1
WW
Bethanie Lee Erin Lee
1
Tasha LewisRobert Leslie
Brianna Kropf Corin Kruse Xuan Kuang












Jerred Marshall Keith Marshall Ashley
Marshburn















m. 9 % J?
Elizabeth
Mitchell




Erin Morse Hannah Morse Jennifer Morse Daphne Morter Eric Mortinson Steven
Mortinson
Rikard Moseng Ramie Mount John Mountz Grace Muange Bethany Muhr Christina Pilar Mullins
Mulick
Andrea Brittany Hannah Allison Myers Carrie Myers Mari Nagamine Monica Nagell
Murphy Murray Muskrat
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Eric Nolan Curtis Norton
Allison Ogle Nicholas Ogle Kai Ojala










Alexis Paul Bradley Paulin Kelsey Pautz Andrew Payne KyraPeachey David Pearse Melissa Peavey Victoria
Pekkola
Ashley Debra Pettey Lanae Phelps Josiah Amber Emily Phillips Jordan Phillips Kaylene
Peterson Philipsen Philliber Phillips
Strength 97
\msn>







Elizabeth Morgan Porter Alex Post
Porter
Earnest Post Jaynie Post
m m
Alexis Powell Jennifer Price Julia Price








YengaRadja Amanda Emily Rampke Sarah Ramsden
Ramirez
Roberta Rane Kane Ransom Brian Ranta Paul Rapet Benjamin Lani Krista Ray Violet Read
Strength
Abby Reed Brendon Reed Christopher
Reed




Shaila Reimers Andrew Reise Emily Reister Rebekah
Reitmeyer
t
















Jarrell Rhea Kaley Rhodes
Samuel Rohde
Strength 99
Rebekah Ruble Anna Ruef Marie Ruef Luis Ruiz EricRunkle Leah Rupp Kendel Russell Matthew Rus;






























Joel Schutter Mark Schutter
ri
Schweitzer
Timothy Scott Bethany Scully Gabriel Scully Katlyn Search LeRoy
Seckinger





Peter Shanks Amanda Shaw Jeanne Shaw Kimberly Shaw













Jessica Sonk Christina Soto
Ryan Souders Sharay Souza Elizabeth
Spalding







Dana Sprunger Tristan Squires Jason Staats Stephen
Stageberg

























Lindsay Strong Aaron Strutz Bethany Strutz Chandler Strutz
Cassandra
Sturgill
Crystal John Sullivan Sheryll Susi
Stuvland
Swafford Swain
Molly Swain Lisa Sweet
Strength 103
Adrienne Lauren Swink Brandon
Swenson Tabbal





Jana Tan Jie Tan C^
arl-Eric Lake Katelin Tanner Kendyl Tarbell
Tangen Tankersley
Russell Tasto Libby Tate Casey Taylor Kurds Taylor Reece Taylor Elizabeth Kaitlin Teaeue Kati Tefft
Teach
7- T


















Caleb Thurston Leah Thurston Joseph Tiede
Jacob Trachsel Mimi Tran Rachel Tran Brent Trask Brett Travis




Serenity Turner Stacy Turner



































Marcus Webb Adam Weber
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Amy Widmer Treve Widmer
Jaime Brenton Wiens Andrew
WildingWiebelhaus


























Jason Yancey Yuan Yao Emily Yarnold Jae Yi









Kathryn Christa Worley Ronald Worst Bethany Natasha Wright Xiangying Wu Addison Wulf














































Messengers GFU Alumni Trainers
Researchers Administrators
112 Seniors Seniors
While made up of many
individuals, the GFU class
of 2009 will always share a
special bond with one
another. The unique traits
of each 2009 senior
contribute to what defines
us as a group. Let us go ou
into the world and share
what we have learned and
who we are with all of our







































Jocelyn Brinlee Jherika Broome Sarah Brough Meagan Brown













Frank Canepa Laura Carlson Kristine Cody Gabe Cortez
Philosophy Accounting Organizational Business Management
Communications
n
Stephanie Costello Becca Couch Abigail Coursan Jennifer Cushman
Social Work Music/Pre Teaching History Social Work
Sociology
Tyler Dexter Margaret J Aaron Dort Mellisa Eastwold































Alyssa Hadlcy Stephanie Hanna Sarah Harmon William Hege
Interior Design Social Work Elementary Education Economics
Amy Heide Samuel Heinzman Shawn Heuschel Jillian Hill














































































































Alyssa Pike Violet Read Andrew Reise Ethan Rhodes










Courtney Sell Megan Servoss Lauren Shadle Peter Shanks




























ean Thomas Vladimir Tkach Kerstyn Tsunida Amy Turner
























Brittney Waugh Kevin Waugh Laura Wells Nick Willard
Psychology Computer Science Sociology International Business
126 Seniors
Nanette Williams Ryan Wilmot
Psychology Graphic Design
Mike Yinger Flora Yong
business Management Chemistry
Nicole Wood Benjamin Wynsma




































































































Johnathan Griffin Julianne Kilmer
Andrew Griggs Kyle Kincaid
Garrett Grothe Amy Kluge
Brittney Guenther Anna Knierim
Rebekah Guenther Andy Korver
Jonathan Gutierrez Joel Krebs
Christopher Guyer Sarah Kress
Adam Haldorson Licia Kreutz
Shannon Hallman Haley Krueger
Bret Hamilton Kyle Kuenzi
Chad Hammerquist Amy Landes
Emily Hansen Aubrie Langenhuizen
Todd Harlow Candace Leach
Ethan Headley Angela Leder
Kindra Heaton Jana Lee
Rebecca Helm Jill Lepire
Katricia Hemming Shanna Lesire
Megan Henry Danxi Li
Luke Henslee Dou Dou Li
Jonathan Herdina Tao Li
David Hilderbrand Steven Libby
Jenny Hill Wusi Liu
Kathryn Hite Yi Liu
Bryan Hoerr Harrison Lofthus
Matt Hoffart Nicholas Loftin
Nicole Holbert Jamison Loop
Amy Holbrook Heather Lowe
Katie Hole Ruben Lucescu
Darek Hollis Nicole Mally
Lance Hoover Monika Mandecka
Nicole Hopper Andrew Martin
Wil Hoskin Katie Martin
Justin Hudec Bryan Martz
Ronald Hughes David Masulis
Felix Hung Erica Matthews
Nick Hunt Mary Matthews
Emily Jackson Douglas McCann
Kim Jackson Stephanie McGann
Brandy Jensen Kimberly McGiverin
Kyle Johnson Samuel McKenzie
Emily Jones Michelle McKinley
Jared Kamimae-Lanninc Anna McLain
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Katherine Kelm Molly Meadows
Kristin Kelso Lisa Mensonides
Rachael Kienzle Nicholas Metz
David Kilada Caroline Minthorne
Nicole Kilian Rachel Molstad
Graduation
Amanda Monk
Vanessa Moore
Dana Moran
Jessica Morrison
Rikard Moseng
Ramie Mount
Monica Nagell
>eNa Nam
4eidi Nelson
_ydia Nesset
Colleen Nichols
\hna Oberg
\shley O'Doherty
leather Orr
Ryan Oxley
Sally Page
vlarie Palm
ocelyn Parenteau
.orrie Parker
\shley Parks
legan Parks
Trystal Pekola
ennifer Petersen
nna Philipsen
-Mali Philipsen
ebecca Phillips
ichael Picchi
italie Pickett
andy Pitts
im Poehler
Ott Porter
nnifer Prickett
rmifer Pust
nanda Ramirez
E nily Rastovich
i ng Ren
' Ren
\ rstin Reynolds
E tea Rice
] si Rich
S rah Ringsage
r nanda Roberts
C
I maris Rodela
I le Rodgers
1 ed Rogers
t ny Roos
L igh Rothweiler
Jessie Sarver
Destiny Saunders
Molly Schaefer
Bethany Schlachter
Kelsey Schmidt
Pat Schneider
Kaylee Scholz
Ralf Schulz
Mark Schutter
Bethany Scully
Gabriel Scully
Beth Sellers
Heather Senseney
Amanda Shaw
AshleySheller
LaurenShelp
Todd Siler
Rachael Skjelstad
Melodi Slusher
Kevin Smith
Nichole Smith
William Smith
Ryan Souders
Michelle Spanner
Kathryn Spencer
Dana Sprunger
Jason Staats
Amy Steinert
Marcie Sternberg
Kristina Stoelk
Steven Sun
Emily Sutterfield
Rachael SwatTord
Aaron Swank
Adrienne Swenson
Carl-Eric Tangen
Teddi Teague
Kati Teltt
Hanna Thomas
Bo Thunell
Mimi Tran
Andrea Tremaine
Lionel Trujillo
Daniel Trump
Emily Tschiegg
JenniterTurner
JessicaVaughan
Seniors
Kari Wagner
Todd Wagner
Amanda Walker
Shane Walker
Ronda Wallace
Daniel Walsh
Rodney Wang
Yuedan Wang
Denae Watanabe
Evan Watson
Daniel Weckhorst
Yile Wei
Carrie Weichbrodt
Ryan Weldon
Danielle Wiebelhaus
Erich Wilhite
Shuk-Kuen Wong
Eve Woodland
Matthew WyckotT
Kelong Yan
Cindy Zhou
Michelle Zhou
Eric Zoucha
Tiffany Zuidema
Graduation
130
